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Consac, Software License Agreement
Consac AS - All rights reserved.
No part of this documentation may be altered, adapted, or translated into other languages without
prior written permission from the Consac. It is prohibited to create any documents based on this
original.
Panorama and its logotype as well as Consac and its logotype are the trademarks of Consac AS*.
Microsoft Windows is the registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. MS-DOS is the registered
trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. Pentium and Pentium Pro are the registered trademarks of
the Intel Company.
Other program and equipment names are the registered trademarks of the corresponding companies.
Consac and the Licensee agreed as the follows:
Object: Consac Software products including programs and documentation (hereafter referred to as
the license).
The license described in the Consac product User Guide, shall be distributed in accordance with the
terms of the License Agreement and cannot be used, transferred or sold under any conditions, other
than what is clearly specified in the following Agreement.
License Agreement
CONSAC transfers the Licensee a non-exclusive License to use the license supplied under this
Agreement according to the conditions specified bellow. Should the Licensee not agree to the terms
of the Agreement the installation must be terminated before the activation of said license and return
for a full refund within 30 days of the purchase. CONSAC will on receipt of all deliverables and after
confirmation to non-activation of the license make a 100% refund of the amount paid for the license.
1. License
1.1 Under this License the Licensee may use the programs on one consecutive computer only. To
use the programs on several consecutive working computers the Licensee shall obtain the
corresponding number of paid Licenses.
1.2 The Licensee is entitled to make one archive copy of the license, which automatically becomes
CONSAC property and falls under this Agreement.
1.3 The documentation may not be copied and/or distributed in any way or form.
1.4 The Licensee shall prevent the license from being used, copied or distributed without
authorization.
1.5 This License is valid from the date the Licensee obtains it and until its termination. Should the
„Licensee break the terms of this License agreement it will automatically void the terms of the
agreement.
1.6 All rights of name, contents and appearance of the package shall be the exclusive property of
CONSAC AS.
1.7 The present version and all the following license versions shall fall under the terms of this License
Agreement or any future License Agreement that supersedes this agreement.
2. Warranty
2.1 CONSAC warrants that the Software is free from defects at delivery and for a period of ninety (90)
days of normal use from the date of the original purchase. Should any defects be detected CONSAC
shall replace the defected materials. Minor non-fatal bugs and compatibility issues relating to normal
product uses does not constitute defects.
2.2 CONSAC has no warranty responsibility for the license or the results of the usage of this license
in terms of accuracy, correctness, reliability or similar.
2.3 CONSAC is not responsible for any damage, directly or indirectly linked with the use of or misuse
of this license.
2.4 No other information, except for the present License, obtained by the licensee shall cause any
CONSAC warranty responsibility.
3. Modifications in the programs and new versions
3.1 The Licensee will have to fill out and return to CONSAC the User’s Registration Card in order for
the Licensee to have the right of getting any possible supplements, new license copies on preferential
terms and notice of errors corrections.
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Introduction
Panorama is a web based file viewing solution. Panorama is an intelligent web application that runs
on the network and offers access to files for the users according to their authorization level. Users
can store documents in the server and can view documents using the HTML5 viewing technology
that does all of the work comprising decompressing files, breaking up pages, and creating
thumbnails at the server side and presents a clean viewing experience for the user. Panorama can
also access certain cloud drives with the same security and control. New users can be created, and it
is also possible to set their custom access levels in the application. Users can also share one or any
files on the network. Shared files are accessible via a public link. The shared link has limited
functionality where only that file will be visible to users accessing that specific link. . Users can view,
upload and download available files from your storage or from scanned images, create annotations
and print files from the local browser. It has more viewer controls; the users can view and
collaborate, while increasing productivity and reducing costs.
This document will guide you through all the features in Panorama.
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Navigation

Panorama offers a login screen to the user at start-up. Panorama only allows validated users to view
and work with the documents stored inside Panorama. Panorama comes with a default
administrator account. For the first use, the username and password is set as follows:
Username:
Password:

admin
Admin

*password is case sensitive.

User can change their password from Settings Section. We recommend you change your default
password. The detailed steps of changing your password are provided in the Settings Section.
Once the user is authenticated, Panorama navigates to the home page. This is the main section of
Panorama, where user can work with documents. This section is discussed in details at Home.
User can go to his or her settings section from this home screen. In this page, users can edit their
own information, change their password and view their permission set (actions they are allowed to
perform according to their role in Panorama). Authorized users can also add new user and modify
their access permission from this page.
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Home

The home page consists of a File Explorer and the Panorama Viewer control. It also hosts menu and
Annotation Toolbar at the top and left of the screen respectively. The version of Panorama is
indicated by the text written beside Panorama Logo. For comparison of different version features,
please read the marketing brochure.

File Explorer
The File explorer is a set of tools created to help user
explore files from a list. It can show the pages of a
supported document. File explorer shows the basic file
information. User can manage and see properties of
annotation drawn on a particular document from here
as well. It also reads and displays bookmarks of a pdf
document and layers of CAD document.
These tools are laid out as tabbed panes across the right
side of the home page. The tabs are called Files,
Thumbnails, annotation and File Info respectively. You
can also navigate to each of them by using their
shortcut key.
Files (Alt+Shift+f)
By default, the Files tab shows all available files in the
local server folder which can be configured during the
installation and the path location of which is setup at
the web.config file. Clicking on a file will result showing
that particular file in the viewer section. User can also search files inside the Files tab.
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Thumbnails (Alt+Shift+t)
The Thumbnails tab shows pages inside the selected
file from the Files tab. The number of pages shown at
a time in the thumbnail tab is called a set. User can
control how many thumbnails consist in a set. This can
be configured by setting the “ThumbnailSize” value at
the web.config file. The default value is 4.
The Thumbnail tab hosts a control at the top section
to navigate between pages of the selected document.
The control has four buttons and a text box. The text
box shows the currently selected page number. It also
shows the total pages in the document. To navigate
pages using the textbox, just type the page number
you want to view in the box, and press Enter.
Panorama will show that particular page in the viewer.
The next and previous buttons goes to the next and
previous button in the document. The next and
previous Set buttons load the next and previous set of pages in the document respectively. User can
also view a particular page just by clicking on the page thumbnail as well.
Annotation (Alt+Shift+p)
Annotation tab shows all the available the properties of any selected annotation inside the viewer.
User can edit the properties of annotation, and it will
reflect in the viewer control. Different annotation has
different set of properties. Annotation module is
discussed in details at the Annotation Toolbar Section.
Each annotation is saved with a stamp of logged in
user name and the date time value. This can be seen
from the user Details section
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File Info (Alt+Shift+d)
The fourth tab in the File Explorer is called File Info.
This tab hosts the basic information like the file
name, size on disk, creation date, last access date
etc. of the currently selected file in the viewer.
In addition to the basic information this tab also
hosts the bookmarks section of a pdf document and
layer options for CAD documents.
User can navigate by clicking on bookmarks
hyperlinks. The viewer shows the selected page once
user clicks a bookmark.
For CAD files, user can view the layers of the file.
User can choose to view or hide layers by checking the checkboxes associated with the layers. User
can also change the background of the CAD image.
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Panorama Viewer

Panorama is equipped with the Consac HTML5 viewer. The viewer supports all raster formats, pdf,
and cad files like dwg and dxf.
There are quick access buttons placed on the bottom-left corner of the viewer control to help user
perform regular viewer related task easily.
Zoom-in. Click to zoom into the document. User can also scroll mouse wheel to
zoom in.
Zoom-out. Use to zoom out of the document. User can also scroll mouse wheel
to zoom out.
1:1. Shows the document in true pixel size.
Fit-to-width. Sets the document width as per the available width of the viewer.
The height will adjust accordingly.
Fit-to-height. Sets the document height as per the available height of the viewer.
The width will adjust accordingly.
Rotate-left. Rotates the document 90 degrees anticlockwise.
Rotate-right. Rotates the document 90 degrees clockwise.

In addition to viewing the files, authorized users can also draw annotations on the viewer control.
Annotations can be drawn on the document. Viewer can also load any annotation previously saved
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on the document. Annotations are not burnt in the document. They
are stored as separate entities in the server. The Annotation section
is described in more detail in the Annotation Toolbar section.

Annotation Toolbar
The annotation toolbar is located at the left of the home page
screen. This toolbar has a set of buttons to draw various annotations
on the document. Annotations are stored as separate entities in the
server and never merged with the original document. User needs to
use Panorama to view existing annotation on a particular document.
Selecting and annotation lists its properties in the File Explorer
Annotation tab. User can use this tab to edit or modify the
properties of an annotation.
Annotations are grouped into few logical shapes like Lines, Shapes,
Arrows and Texts. Each group hosts a few annotation of that type.
Clicking in the group button makes all annotations in that group
visible. The following table discusses each annotation

Lines

Draws a straight line across the viewer. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the
mouse to draw the line. Release mouse to complete drawing.
Draws a freehand line across the viewer. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the
mouse to draw the freehand. Release the mouse button to complete drawing.

Draws a polyline across the viewer. The action is same as drawing line. Polyline will
continue to be drawn from the end of the completed line segment. To complete drawing a
polyline, double click the mouse left button.
Shapes

Draws a rectangle across the viewer. The action is same as drawing a line. In browsers other
than Internet Explorer, there is option to add text inside the rectangle.

Draws an ellipse across the viewer. The action is same as drawing a line. In browsers other
than Internet Explorer, there is option to add text inside the ellipse.
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Draws a closed polyline or a polygon across the viewer. The action is same as drawing a
polyline.

Draws a contour across the viewer. The action is same as drawing a freehand.

Arrows

Draws a double headed arrow in across the viewer. The action is same as drawing a line.

Draws an arrow which has its tip towards the end of the drawn line. The action is same as
drawing a line.
Draws an arrow which has its tip at the start of the drawn line. The action is same as
drawing a line. In browsers other than Internet Explorer, there is option to add text at the
end of the arrow.
Text Annotation
Puts a stamp or text block inside the viewer. The text can be edited from the annotation
tab at File Explorer. In browsers other than Internet Explorer, user can double click the text
block to edit it inside the viewer.
Others
Deletes the presently selected annotation from the server. Clicking on any annotation in
the viewer selects that annotation. The deletion is permanent, this can not be undone.

Loads all available annotations of the currently selected document in the viewer.

Saves all newly drawn and edited annotations in in the server. The changes made will only
take effect once they are saved.

Prints the currently selected document in local printer. User has option to print the
document with or without annotations
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Menu Bar
The menu bar is located at the top right corner
of the home page. These menus are available to
authorized users only. Access rights are
discussed in Settings section. The following
section discusses menus in details.
File Upload (Ctrl+Shift+u)
Uploads file to the hosted server folder
storage. This storage location is defined in the
web.config file under the “filePath” key. Clicking
upload button opens a browse dialogue where
user can browse files from the local system.
Clicking on the blue tick mark or upload button
uploads the file on the storage area. Clicking the
Cancel button cancels the upload process.
File Download
Clicking on the download file icon will download the selected file in the browser.
Cloud Drive
Panorama can connect to user’s
cloud apps. Currently Google Drive and
Dropbox apps are supported in
Panorama. To know more how to
setup Google drive or Dropbox apps,
go to Setup Cloud Drive section. The
steps to create a Google Drive App are
present in the FAQ section as well.
Clicking on cloud Drive button opens
the cloud drive child window. User can
select from the three options displayed in the image. Selecting default drive will fetch files from the
local server.
Selecting Google drive will connect to user’s Google drive,
using the “client ID” and “client Secret” generated by the
Drive app created for Panorama. User need to login with
his/her Google account to view his/her files stored in Google
Drive. The G-Drive app will ask for the access levels required
for running the application like the image displayed here.
The process is almost identical for Dropbox as well. User
needs to follow the instructions to create a Dropbox app,
and share the “AppKey” and “AppSecret” in Panorama to be
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able to connect to anyone’s Dropbox account. Once the AppKey and the Secret values are in place,
User needs to login to his/her Dropbox account through Panorama.
Once user is properly connected with his/her Google Drive in Panorama, The File Explorer shows a
tree represent the folder structure of the drive folder. Panorama is able to display all supported files
from the cloud storage as well.
Share File
Panorama has a unique feature of sharing files by email. Authorized users can share a
particular file by clicking on this button. Sharing a file will generate an encrypted link which is shared
by email to user’s
contacts.
User
needs to type the
email id of the
person
he/she
wants to share
the file with and
click on the share
button. The user
who is sharing
the file also has
the option to set
access rights for
the file to users
who are going to
receive the link.
User can send the link to multiple contacts as well as displayed in the image. User can split multiple
emails by semicolon (;), even add cc and bcc to the email. The person receiving the mail will not have
to login to Panorama, They can view the file and perform allowed actions just by clicking the link.


To be able to send a share mail, user needs to first setup the mail settings of Panorama.
This is discussed in details at the Settings Section.
Settings Page
This buttons navigates to Settings page.

Logout
This button logs user out and ends the current session on server. Panorama stores users’ login
entry in its database for licensing purposes, it is advised that users logs out while closing Panorama.
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Settings

The settings page has all the configuration options that Panorama requires to function. The settings
page hosts a menu at the top of the page. It also displays the logged in users profile and his/her
respective permission set on Panorama. When Panorama is installed, it automatically creates the
first user. The user name and password is created as the following:
Username:
Password:

admin
Admin

*password is case sensitive.

It is recommended to change the user profile information and
password after first login. To change profile information, user
needs to click on the edit button below the profile information. This
will make the profile information editable. To save changes, the
user needs to click the Save changes button at the profile
information table. The information marked with a * sign are
mandatory.
The settings page also displays the permission set of the logged in user. The permissions are
separated into three logical groupings, i.e. Files, Annotations and Users. The granted permissions are
marked with a green tick by the permission value. Unavailable permissions are shown as a red cross
beside the name of the permission.
The menu bar displays only those options to the user which are granted by the user’s permission set.

Manage Profile
Change Password
Every user can change his/her password. The change password window has three password boxes,
viz. old password, new password and confirm password. User needs to put his/her existing password
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in the old password box,
Insert the new password in
the new password field and
enter the same new
password in the confirm
password
field.
The
passwords are changed if
the old password value
matches with the existing
password and both new
password
and
confirm
password values are the
same.
The user will receive an email notification from Panorama about the password change if the mail
setting is configured correctly in Panorama. It is advised to configure email settings before changing
password in Panorama.

User Settings
If the logged in user has Add, Edit, Change Access and Delete permissions, he/she can use this menu
to create new users, change permission levels of existing users and delete existing users as well.
Add New User
If the logged in user has Add permissions, he/she can add new users in Panorama. Panorama will let
new users to be added as per the licensed user limit. To add new user, user needs to fill up the add
user form. The form has several fields, among which First name, User Name, Password and email id
are mandatory. Create new user by pressing the Add user button.
The new user will receive an email notification and login instructions from Panorama about the new
account creation if the mail setting is configured correctly in Panorama. It is advised to configure
email settings before adding user accounts in Panorama.
Change User Credentials
Successful creation of a new user
account prompts the logged in user to
setup the access permission rights of
the newly created account. The newly
created account cannot function unless
a proper set of permission is granted to
this account. Login is the basic
permission set which lets user login to
Panorama with his/her password and
view files from the local server
directory. Add, Edit, Change Access and
Delete are permissions to let the new
user grant access to create, edit and
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delete new user accounts. A user having cloud access will be able to view his/her Google Drive,
Dropbox files from Panorama.

Mail Settings
Mail settings are an important control to configure email notification settings for Panorama.
Panorama uses SMTP
validation to send
mails. To configure
mail setting, user
needs to provide a
valid
email
id,
password, the mail
server host url and
port number. These
details are used to
login with the email
account provided on
the
server.
Additionally,
user
needs to set a default
mail address from
where the mail will be
sent. This can be
different from the
valid email id provided at the first text box. The notifications sent from Panorama will have this email
id listed in the from mail section. The following
image displays the from tag sent from Panorama
which has panorama@consac.com as Default
address.

Drive Settings
With Panorama, you can also select from where to show files by default for the logged in user. This
can be done from the Drive Settings Menu. The
Drive Settings menu has three options as the
displayed image. Local Drive is selected by
default for each user. User can choose to select
any of the three drives listed in this window.
When Google Drive or Dropbox is selected as
default drive, when the user logs in, Panorama
will by default ask to login to user’s Google
Drive or Dropbox account, and it will fetch files
from that account in the home section.
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Cloud Settings
Users can setup Google Drive and Dropbox apps for free with these Service providers. These apps
provide a key and secret value pair to connect to the apps. User provides the access levels required
for the apps. Once the apps are created, user needs to provide the key and secret value in the
Panorama drive settings. To know more about how to setup a Google Drive or Dropbox app, please
visit the YouTube channel of Panorama.

Status Bar
Panorama status bar displays the
license information, support
forum, and support email link for
the user. It also links users to
Panorama social pages.

License Notification
Hovering on the license notification shows the basic details
about the license. This icon will also give users information if
the SSA or the evaluation period is nearing to end.
Clicking the license icon will open the license page, where all
details of the license are visible.

Support Forum
This will take the user to the Consac Support Forum. Here users can create their own account, and
raise a ticket for any support related issue. The support forum also hosts the basic knowledgebase
for all of Consac Products. User can select Panorama from the list of products, and go through the
knowledgebase for better understanding the product.

Support Email
Alternatively, user can send a mails to Consac support team for support related issues. Consac would
love to hear your feedback and suggestions to better its product.
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